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Alcoha1.ism is one of tba most 'pl"8Yalent diseases in America. sa. 
idea of this prewal.enoe mq be gained tJtcD the statistics publ.1shed by Bacon. 
Tbere wre 111 1945 about 139,;86,000 people in the continental 
tJn1ted states. at these, s .. 46,7&),000 _re lD'lder tbe age ot 
20. .&.lcohol.1am rarely it eYer ocoura in those under 20" Th1a 
1e ... s an adult populatiab ~ 92,&'>6,000, of whom 4S,685,0('X) are 
males. Cbrcrd.c alcoholica and other excessive drinkers total. 
about 3,7S0,OOO, of 1Ihom about 1':1"' ..... 1xt.ha are males. In other 
1I01"da, about 3,000,000 or 6.6 per ~t of the adult males of th1a 
ooun1'4'7 are v1sited tv th18 d18eaae. 
Tbe aoo1al, econClllio, pa)"Oho1og1cal, and other problems lIh1. an. 
from exceaa1ve use of alcohol haft led to ".1'10118 reflection an 'the part ot 
legislators, employers, and the general. pUblic. The ettorts of the medical. 
profes8:lon, P8Y'ch1atrists, payoho1ogists I and sociologists have been oomb:i.lled 
in the stuctr of alcoholism, notablT in the Yale Plan on Alcohol1a. At 
present the pl"OG8asea 1eadiDg to and charaeteristioa of alcohol addict1an 
1 Selden D Bacon, "!be lIob1JJsaUon of Co_un1 V Resources .tor 
the Attack CD Alcohol1a," l1!!!mr1z Joamal of studies on Alcohol. vm, 
1947, h.79. - , - • 
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are looked v.poJlolU pqcha1.og1oal in nature, 2 thou&h, as LoUi • .,.., this ap-
proach -do •• not rule ou' the possibility that st1ll unknom plv'8101og1cal 
deViatiou Idcbt account tor ,he d1eeaae condition.-
' 
!he kpert CGmJI1'_ on Vental Health aleo recognise. that -add1oU .. 
~ :f.e a pbue of aloohG1iem 1Ib1ch ...,. haft a pl\Y1l1oa1 bas18 1Ih1ch mq 
be ot a constitutional natun-, but \he7 add. ·Since, howwrer, the _cusi ... e 
. 
'qmptollat1c' dr1n1d.Da 1Ib1oh 18 a prereq,uu1te of tbe -addioti.,. pbaae' u 
4 pqchepn10 OZ" soo1oprd.c, or both, p870h0tberaw re.in. ind1epens1ble,-
!he preHnt 1nTe.t1gatiOll •• u.s payohogen1o l'aotora in alcohol1a. 
BowYer, it 111 not a search l'or the "alcoholic per8OnaUV." '1'bia quest baa . 
been g1ven up lema ago.S Thereto", no effort 18 made to tind. llpeoUl0 per-
sonal1. profile. 1nd1oative ot alooho11111 l"e1'8aled. b,. the Mime.eta lfal ti-
phasic Penona11V liJrento17_ Rather, tM tolJl""ll".f'old purpoee of tbe pftH1'Jt 
tnvest1pt1on 18 to au-.r the foU01d.ng questional 
1. 'lbat l1cht does the .,1 shad. on the personalities ot alcohol1.' 
t -Dna addiotiOn is a state ot periodie or obrcn1o intoxication, 
~t&l to tbe indiridwal _d to society J produoed by the npeated oem-
napUOD of a d.'r\1c (aa:_at. or lI)'Ili4let1o). Its ebaracteriatias include. (1) 
An onrpowar:l.q des1reor need (ecapda1on) to ecmt1mae teldng the draC and to 
obtain it '" ... _CUI. (2) A tell..., to in ..... the cIoH. (3) A pqchtc 
(p8'J"Oheloglo) ad so_times a piq'al.al dependence on the etteeta of the draa.-
.......... 1d !ellt ~at1cm. Cieneva, 10. 11, 19S'O, 6. 
3 o. l'.to1U, -Alcohol Addiction,-~ Joumal !t 1ura!PJ, 
XLVIII, 19U8, 505. 
4 World Health Q!JanltIat1.orl BeI!C!:! Serle., o.ne., 10. 42, 19S'l, 1. 
S I. II. 1e11'1aek, AJ.eob.ol1c Addiction .!m! Chron1c .p.ooholta, 
...... en, 1942, 11. 
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2. bs the IMPI reveal dU'ferenoes bet_en a1.ooholi08 who are com-
JD1tted to a mental hospital and alaoholios who enter volunt.ar1:q? 
3. Does the _thod of adm1n1atratiOll of the lIMPI afteot the results 
ot the test? 
4. Do the Talldat1ng scales ot the .,I perform their intended 
tlmotiona when appl1ed to alooholics? . 
In vlew of the tour-told purpose ot this 1nv'utlgat1on, a discussion 
of the or1 t1cal evaluation of the IMPI 18 not pertinent. 
B. Description of the 'est 
!be Minnesota Multiphad.e Personality' InYentory (MMPI) 18 a "peneU 
and paper" '\Ype ot psychodiagnostio instrument that was first made available 
b7 its authors, Hathaway and Uc11nl"1' ot the t1n1vers1tq ot MiDnesota, in 
1940.6 !be test consists ot tlve hundred fifty cards, each conta1n1Dg a 
printed statement. These t1ve hundred t1fty 1 tams are classifled according to 
content b7 the authors into twntT-Six categories. Eaeh item 18 ldent1tied 
by' a code letter and number, e.g. I-19, B-12, and 80 on • 
... 
-Eaoh of the cards is out in either the lO'Wer right-hand corner or 
the 10_r left-hand oomer, depencling upon whether the card is intrequentq 
pla.ced in the "true" or "false" category. For example, item I-.34 CltI work 
under a great deal at tension") is out in the lower right hand eorner, since 
it is infrequently placed in the "true" oategory and is therefore signifi-
cant. 7 In the administration ot the Inventory, the subject is instructed to 
place each of the cards in one of the' three categories: ItTrue," "False," or 
"cannot say." When this has been deme nth all the items, the examiner aorta 
out the signiticantl.T ans_red i terns from the others and tabulates the i"ormer. 
From this tabulation are ultimately derived'" scores for four validity 
scales and nine trait scales, which "'1''' scores mq be graphed to yield a 
"profUe • .,8 It!" scores are considered to be Within "normal" range when the,r 
are be_en thirV and seventy. It must be borne in mind in the 1nterpretatiOJ 
of the interoorrelations of the scales that sane of the items are signiticant 
for more than one soale; for example, item F-44 (It I have had periods ot days, 
~k., or months when I oouldntt take care ot things because I couldn't fget 
going,It-R) • (When R appears after an item, it indicates that the card is cut 
in the lower right hand corner, meaning that the item is in.trequen~ Mswered 
"Trueft ) the opposite is true when L appeara af'ter an item). Th1a 18 signi-
ficant tor the SchUophrenic, DepreSSion, and Psychasthenia Scales. 
7 For a list of the indiyldual items in each category, 8ee S. R. 
Hatha'llq and J. O. McKinley, The ll1Dnesota Wlt1~bas10 Peraonali;tz Inven!:!!z, 
The Psychological Oorporat1on;-reY. ed., lei !'or , M3. 
8 Ibid. 
-
The IIfPr was standardized or1g1nally on 8wen hundred "normal n 
l1is1 tors to the Uinnesota University Hoapi tals and fk)o psychiatric patients of 
1cn01ll'l symptomatol.Og,ye The onq criterion for "normality" of the members of 
~he original sampl.1ng was that they 'Were not under ps;ychol.ogical. or medical 
pare at the time. Hatha'WI\Y and McKinley state that this "normaL If 1'Jtandardiz-
~g population is a representative samplipg of the M:Lnnesota population of 
poth sexes between the ages of sixteen and fifty-five. 9 
The tour validating scales of this !est are the Question Score (7), 
1'he Lie Score (L). the Valid1ty Scale (p'). and the "Kft Scale. The question 
score varies d1rectJ..y with the number ot items placed in the "Cannot Say" cate-
~orye Though there is no speoific cl1nical signiticance to be attached to a 
b1gh Question Score, such a score is frequentl.y associated with psychasthemic 
and depressive personaliV trends.l.O 
The Lie Soore is obtained .from t1fteen items, :many of which wre de-
r1ved from the 1lIOrk of Hartsahor.ne and May.ll Though it does not entirely In-
alidate the trait scores, a high Lie Score 1ndicates that their true values 
Itre most probably higher than the scores actually obtained. Schmidt maintains 
!;hat the Lie Score 1s as good an indicator of falsitication, Gl nsc10us or 
9 Ibid. 
-
10 Hathawa.y, S.R. and McX1n1ey, Sumementm Manual ~ l.!!! ~ 
New York, 1946. 
11 P. E. Meehl and S.R. Hathaway, "The K Factor as a Suppressor 
Variable 1n the 14MPI," Journal £! Am1e4 P!lSPQ1!f{l, XXX, 1946, ,,,. 
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unconscious, ... is the K Score. Meehl and Ba~ have found that scores 
13 . (Iter sixty on this scale should be considered abno1"JD8.ll.y high. The Validity 
Score (F) aer9'e8 aa a check on the valid1ty of .~ whole record according to 
the authors of the te8t,14 high scores on this scale tending to be due to 
the subject's carelessness or his inabllit.,. to ccaprehend the items. HoWever, 
later .,rk bas 8hom that high F Scores ar8 .. 1ndicative otsign1f'ioant and ct-
. 
ten severe P8Tch1atric dieease when found in abnormals, rarely being an 1m'al:l 
dating factor.1S Ueebl and Hathawa;y have also found that scores should not be 
considered abnorma.lly' high on this scale until they are over eighty-t..,.16 
!he X Score is eS8ent1a1ly a correotion taotor tor tive ot the nine 
trait scalea, H7,p0chondriasis, Psyohopathio Deviate, Psyohasthenia, Sch1so-
phrenia, and H7Pomania. It acta as a suppressor variable in correcting tor 
the attitude ot the subject toward the personality test items.l7 K aoorea 
12 H. O. SOhmidt, "Notes on the lIMPI: The K Factor," Journal ot 
Consultins. lUcholeq. XII, 1948, 342. -
13 P. E. Jlaebl and S. R. Hatbawa;y, "The X Factor aa a Suppresaor 
Variable in the lIfPI, Joumal!!! Applied P!lcholoq. XIX, 1946, 538. 
14 BathaWl' and McKinley, .!l!! J.finnesota Multiphasic Personali:!:l 
Irmmtotz, Journal 2! Psychology, X, 1940. 
1S A. T. ruan and I. M. Sheinberg, "Clinical Note on the S1gn1ti-
canoe ot the ImPI, • Allerioan Joum.al !?! PVohiaJ!t, OIl, 1945, 181-183. lfeehl 
and Hatl'la1rq, .!he K hctor as a suppressor Var!ii'6Ie in the lIMPI,· Journal of 
Applied P!lcho12il. XXX, 1946, 536. -
16 lfaehl and Hatha.1rBT, "!he It Factor as a Suppresaor Variable in 
the WPI,· Journal. !!! A.pplied Psyohology, III, 1946, 561. 
17 s. R. Hatha1l8y and J. O. McKinley, S1l.pPlemen~ Manual tor the 
M1nnes2ta Mult4>hMi.$l Personality Invento!'l. New forte; l~J . l8ehl. ancr-
Hatha..-q, liS I Factor aa a Suppreasor f ariable in the )If PI, • Joumal ot 
Amliest PSlcbgloq. XXX, 1946, 560. -
7 
are, as a rule, ~ct1y correlated with L scores, but inversely correlated 
18 
'fith F scores. 
The nine traits scales of the apI are the Byponohondr1as1s (HS), 
Depression (D) J Hy'steria (BT), Psychopathic Deviate (Pd), Masculine and 
Feminin. Interests eM-F). Paranoia (Pa). Psychasthenia (Pt), Schizophrenia 
(Sc), and ~man1a (1Ia) scales. the ~cul1zle.'_1n1ne interests (N') 
Scale is not a reliable measure of homosexual tendenoies19 but only of the 
interests pos ••••• d by the .ubjeet8 in common with most male. or mo.t females. 
18 Bat.bawjy and J1c11nley, suEJ?temen;tE.t JIamlal £2!: l!!!. fl1nnesota 
!Ultiphaaic P.rsonal1!i: InYen;tPrz. New York, 1946. 
19 A. Burton, -'the Use of the JlaeculiDit)"-Femirdniv Scale of tbe 
&PI as an Aid in the Diagnosis of Sexual Inversion,· JoUF!!!l., ~ Ps:cho1og:. 
xm, 1947, 163. 
CHAPTER II 
RELA TED LITERATURE 
Despite the oonstant insistence on psychalogioal faotor" 1nvolved in 
coholism, relatiTely tew studies bav~ been carried out in this area. Most 
r the investigations have sought to describe the etiologioal tactors or group 
rsonality characteristics to be tound in case history material. nendng and 
lotsonl and Wittman2 have published reports on the use ot this method. 
The projective te ahn1ques have also been applied to the inv'estiga-
ion of the typical pattern or the "Alcoholic personality. tf nebanoff' em-
oyed the Thematic Appel'Ception. Test. 'l'he Rorschach 'WaS UBed by BUling and 
• J. Sullivan4 and bT Buehler and Letever.S 
1 R. F.1.em1ng and L T:Ulotson, ttFu:rther Stu<tr on the Personali'Gr and 
ciological. 'actors in the Prognoses and 'treatment of Chronic Alcoholism," 
w ~land Journal 2! Med1Ctne. CCXtI, 1939, 741-745. 
2 M. P. Wittman, "A Controlled Stu<tr ot the Developmental and Per-
onality Characteristics of Chronic AlcoholiCS," !!lin Papers, III, 1939, 
-84. 
, S. G. nebanot.r J "Persona1.i ty Factors in Symptomatic Ohronic Al-
holism as J:ndioated by the TAT," Journal !! Consult!P8 PSZ!h2!~ 11, 1941 
4 O.BUlig and D. J. Sullivan, "Personality Structure and Prognosis 
f Alcohol 1ddictioru A Rorschach stuq, J *' 9!arterq Journal ot studies on 
cobol III, 1943. 554-S73. I - -
5 C. Buehler and n. W. Lefever, "1 Rorschach Study or the Psycho-
ogical Characteristics of Alcoholics," Journal. !! Consul twa Psyoha1os;r. 
II, 1949, 111-1l8. 
8 
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Htnri~ 'W8.8 the first to report on the results ot alcoholios on the 
6 MMPI. Using f'itv-n1ne alcoholics, thirty-seven being members of' Alcoholics 
AnonyJD.OU8, he found that high scores on the Pd Scale _1"8 the most prominent 
and consistent trends in the males of his population. The male alcoholics 
had a mean ot 67.3 Tdth a standard da'\l'iation of 10.9 on the Pd scale, Depres-
sion being the next highest mean, 59.8, with a standard deviation of 15.8. 
Hewitt also found that at least eighteen ot the thirty-seven Alcoholics Anony-
mous, both males lU'ld temales being included in this group, expressed a felt 
inability to oope with ordinary" sooial situat1clll'u, u evidenoed by theirs1gni 
ficant responses to the following items: E-18, 1-1&4, F-2, F-5, F-8, F-9, F-11, 
F-)6, F-46, H-32, and I-26. 
Harris and Ives 7 used nineteen chronic alcoholios and nineteen 
psyohoneurotios, the groups being matched as to age, sex, and intelligence 
quotients, in their .,I stut\". They found an elevation ot the Pd scores in 
the alcoholio groups above that found in the psyohoneurotio control group. 
Quaranta studied the performances or t.hirty alcoholics and a oontrol 
grotlp of thirty subjeGts on the WPI.8 He also discovered relatively high 
soores on the Psychopathio Deviate Scale. 
6 C. C. Hewitt, "A Personality Study ot Alcohol Addiotion," Quarter-
~ Journal .2! Studies .!!! Alcohol, IV, 1943,.368-386. 
7 R. E. Harris and V. X. Ives, "A study ot the Personality ot 
Alcoholics, It American PszchQtoM, II, 1947 J 40S. 
8 J. V. Quaranta, "Alcoholism, A StuctY ot Emotional .... turing and 
HCIDOSexuality as Related Factors in C<apulsive Dr1nld.ng," Unpublished Master's 
Thesis, Fordham University, tfe1r York, 1947. 
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Jlansm adm1n1stered the fiftu items comprising the Pd Scale of the 
IIMP1 to 314 male alcoholics and 220 male controls? The Mean "T" scores on 
thiS scale were sixf:;,y-eight for the alcohollca. fitty-three for the controls 
and a critical ratio et 13.3. )1.8 per cent of his group of alcoholics had Pd 
,cores above sevenV', onJ.y 2.7 per cent of the control scores reaching this 
level. Manson did an item anal.7sis OJ\ n1nety-eix of the male alcoholic popula 
tien and on seventy-one of the male non-alcoholic population. The results of 
thiS analysis appear on Table I (pages 11-13). 
It is seen trOll 'l'able I that on onl7 eight of the items did the 
controls have a greater percentage of deviant respomJes than did the alcoholio 
and, of these, only item D-38 C..., conduct is 1ar~ controlled by the cus-
toms of those about Ve"-L) was significant at the 5 per cent level of confi-
dence, he concludes from th18 item that non-alcoholics are lea subject to 
control by sooial customs than are alcoholiCS. Th1rtr-four of the other items 
_re ana.red s1gnU'icantly at the 5 per cent level of' confidence more tre-
quently" by the alcoholics than by the controls. 
Jlanson has divided the items into six S1JIIPtom groupsl 
1. 'eelings of' inadequacy and insecurity (A-4, 1-42, 1-44, E-46, 
E-SO, E-.$l, F-S, F-7, 1-8, '-36, 1-50, 0-4, 0-12, H-31, 1-12, 1-13, 1-26, 1-21. 
2. Poor social. adjustments (0-36, D-:J), D-32, D-38, :0-44, n-5l, 
E-12, '-39, H-l2, 1-30). 
). Poor :interpersonal adjustments (B-47, 8-48, 1-49, B-$1, B-;2, 
9 M. P. Manson, "An Analysis of the Psychopathic Characteristics of' 
AlcoholiCS," JOU!!7!!l ~ Consulting P!lcho1oq, XIII, 1949. ill-11S. 
TABLE 1* 
COMPARISON OF NTlMBER OF DEVIANT RESPONSES GIVEN BY MALE 
ALCOHOLICS AND MALE }l)N-ALCOHOLICS (SASON) 
ITEM Kale .Male non- Difi' .... C.R. **** 
.Alcoholic Alcoholics • (N-96) (N-71) 
-4 )) 28 5 0.7 
-42 91 7 84 20.0 
fB-4r/ 8 11 3 Q.6 
B - 48 )1 17 14 2.2 
~ - 49 22 17 ;; 0.8 
~B- 51 18 27 9 1.4 
~ - 52 41 11 30 4.7 
~ - 53 17 1 16 4.0 
~ - 55 21 10 11 1.9 
P - 6 5.3 23 
.30 4.1 
P - '/ 4.3 20 2) ).2 
~ - 12 50 24 G26 ).5 
I,) - )5 )5 13 22 ).4 
G - 47 31 18 13 1.9 
~2 52 54 2 0.) 
P - )0 62 28 
.34 4.6 
P - 32 39 34 .5 .• 7 
11 
12 
... 
I fEll Male )(ale non- Dirl*** C.R.****, Alcoholio Alcoholics • (N-96) (t~-'11) 
f*D-38 35 52 17 2.2 
~44 40 42 2 .3 
J) -,1 72 48 24 3.2 
E -12 74 20 54 6.4 
E -17 41 24 17 2.3 
E -)7 )1 3 28 ,'.5 
E -4) 42 22 20 2.8 
11l -44 42 34 8 1.5 
**E-46 47 44 .3 .4 
E -,0 60 15 45 6.8 
F -5 52 28 24 ).2 
!!*F-7 54 48 6 .8 
F-8 63 )6 27 3.5 
F -36 64 24 40 ,.6 
F -39 44 21 23 ).2 
F -50 27 4 23 4.5 
0-4 64 18 46 6.7 
G-12 35 11 24 3.8 
G -18 71 ,2 19 2.5 
G -25 50 31 19 2.5 
G-)O 75 66 9 1.2 
G -53 
G -54 
G -55 
H -3 
H -12 
H -26 
*H -.31 
! -12 
I -13 
I -26 
I -21 
I -.30 
... 
yale 
Alcoholic 
(N-96) 
7 
10 
II 
25 
57 
59 
42 
47 
86 
31 
31 
48 
Male p.on-
Alcoholics 
(n-71) 
1 
3 
1 
7 
24 
28 
51 
32 
48 
8 
10 
27 
D1i'f*** 
% 
6 
7 
10 
18 
33 
31 
9 
15 
38 
23 
21 
21 
13 
2.1 
1.9 
2'.8 
3.3 
4., 
4.2 
1.2 
2.0 
2.8 
* 14. P. J(an8on, "An Analysis of the Psychopathic Characteristios of Alooho-
licS/ Journal 2.! COMult.ing psycholog, mI, 1949. 114. 
** Controls made more deviant responses than did alcoholios. 
~* nitf % :: Differenoe in peroentages between the responses of tno t1llO 
groups. 
**** C. R. :: critical ~tio of the standard error of the percenta.ge 
differences. 
~3, '8-)S, 0-6, 0-7). 
4. Feelings ot persecution (o-S3, 0-54, a-ss, B-3, 11-26). 
s. Poor sexual adjustments (0-12, 0-47, D-2, E-17). 
6. Uanic behavior (0-18, 0-25, 0-30). 
Having done this, he concludes t.rom his results that the alcoholic 
:l8 "an individual with JrJaIV' feelings ot inadequacy and insecurity 'Who has 
difficul ty in making good and satisf'ying social and. interpersonal adjustments. 
He has shallow emotional attachments and 1mStable love affairs. He teels per-
secuted and he often exhibits manic or at least bypomanlo behavior." As Man-
son himself" remarks, these attributes are more characteristic of the psycho-
neurotic than ot the psychopath as usually concei1fed.10 Using the resul ta 
from the trait scores and the item analysis, Manson claims that the Ml.«PI can 
be used to pick out 64 per cent of the alcoholic records. 
10 Kansan,. "An Analysis ot the Psychopathic Characteristics of 
Alcoholics,.tf Journal. .2! Oorurultin,JI Perchol!?£t, XIII, 11S. 
CHAPTER m 
PROCEDURES OF THIS EXPERIMENT 
In this experiment, the MMPI records ot 120 male alcoholica wre 
used. 'lhe pa.tients 1I8N all diagnosed at the Chicago State Hospital. 88 "1t11-
out Psychoais, Chronic Alcoholism." The criteria tor the diagnOSis ot "Ohronic 
Alcoholism" at the aforementioned institution are quite siJnilar to those pr0-
posed by Rosanott I 
One ia justified in speaking ot pathological aloobolia in cases 
in 1Ih1ch, by reascn at resulting disabUiV, the dr1nld.ng gives 
rise to serious sooial maladjustments, neglecting work, losing 
jobs, getting into aocidents, getting arrested in disturbing the 
peace, coua1tting impulsive ar:lmes, drifting into dc:aestic trouble, 
hrl'r1Dg to be hospitalized tor a pqchot1c breakdowl, becom:ing :In-
volved in social scandals, etc. H01IIIWer, «en in the absence at 
suoh maladjutmants and lll.nesHS, habitual dr:1n1d.ng JIlUBt be con-
sidered pathological it the drinker bas urgent craving tor aloohol 
and has lest control of the situation to such an extent tbat he 18 
no longer able to give it up eyen in the presence ot a sincere 1 
desire to do so and tollow1ng a datin1 te17 declared resolution. 
The 120 alooholics (later referred to aa "Whole Group") are divided 
into Committed Alcoholics (14-4» and All Voluntary' Alooholica (1-7$) depending 
upon whether they' were committed to the hoapital by' the oourts or entered the 
hospital voluntarily. 
The preaent 1Il"iter personal.l¥ adm1D1etered the In9'entory to tifty 
1 A. J. Rosanott, !!!:!!¥l 9! hlchiatrz, New York, 1938, 364. 
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of the Vollmta17' Alcoholic Group (later referred to as New V oluntar;r Alcoholic 
GroUp) under quite unitorm cmditions of quiet surroundings during the taking 
of the test and with the folloldng verbal instruotions. 
'fh:1s is not really a test; it is til method of determ1ning how 
you feel about things) there are no right or wrong anawrs, it 
is how you feel about the statements J each one of these cards con-
tains a statement that you are to determine 1Ihether you think 18 
true or fal.ae; then place the card behind the "True" or the "False" 
cardJ if you cannot decide whether 1t is true or talse, just put 
the card behind the card reading "Cannot Say" J h01ft!V'er, tr.r to 
put as f ... cards in "Cannot Sq" as possible. 
It more than fifty cards _re placed in the "Cannot Say" categorr 
these cards _re returned to the patient and he was instruoted to place as 
many as possible in either the "True" or "FalH" categories. Thus, another 
basis for division of the groups is pl"OV'ided, that is, known, uniform condi-
tions ot adlllinistration versus n~o1"lll condi tiona of administration of 
the Inventol"y. In this marmer, the All Voluntary Alcomlic Group (N-7S) 1188 
divided into an Old Voluntary Alcoholic Group (tf-2S) (non-unitorm conditions 
of administration) and a New Voluntar,y Alcoholic Group (N-50) (known unitorm 
conditions of administration). The group later re1'erred to as the Old Group 
is composed of the Committed Group plus the Old Voluntary Group. Hence there 
are six resultant groups on which the seale scores and age differences are 
Whole Group (N-120) 
AU Voluntary Alcoholic ~New Voluntary Alcoholic Group (N-50)j Old .AJ.coholi~ 
o.rcup (N-75) Old Voluntar.r Alcoholic Group (N-2S) Group (1-70) 
, ommitted Alcoholic Group (N-4,) 
In addition, 100 of the 120 records ware chosen at random, and an 
anaJ.;ysis of the frequency with which all sse items were ans-wred s1gnit1cantl.7 
17 
b1 these 100 sUDjeots -.s made. Particular attention was paid to the item 
analYSis of the f1tt,r items oonstituting the Pd Soale, and the results were 
compared to those found by Kanson in his experimental and control groups. In 
addition, seven of the Inventory's items lIere chosen -.bieh, due to their con-
tent and the nature of the preponderance of Alcoholics t experiences one lIOuld 
! Eiori expect at least 6, per cent o~ the Alcoholics to answer s1gn1ficamtly 
mean sooras on the L, X, and F Scales _re obtained for those individuals 'Who 
did and did not answr these items significantly 81 d, in order to check the 
validity of the Inventory's Validating Scales, the critical ratios of the 
.tandard errors ot the differences between these means were tound. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIOJI 
.A.. The Scale Score .Analy'sis 
. 
The mean, probable errors ot the __ , and standard deviations ot 
the means of the Scale soores of the six groups disouued in the pl"e'YioUl 
chapter have been derived £rom the test records. The same statistical pr0-
cedures have been applied to the age. of the subjects constituting theae 
groups. All the .. results are found in Tables II through VII. 
The only Scale scores with means found to be above s:bc:tq _re the 
Pd Scale (_an tor the Whole group=:- 66.&» and the D Scale (Mean for the Whole 
Group =60.(0). Due to the standard deviations, lO.55 and ll.&> respectively', 
these means have no predictive signifioance. These findings are consonant 
... th those of previous studies (ct. Chapter II). 
It .. found that 81 per cent of the Whole Group obtained Pd Scale 
scores over sixty and, in 52 per cent of the records, the Pd Scale score was 
the highest of the Scale scores. JPorty-eaven per cent of the Whole Group 
obtained D Scale score. over sixty and, in 19 per cent of the records, the D 
Scale score .. the highest of the scale scores. In 38 per cent of all the 
records, both the D Scale and the Pd Scale scores _1'8 over s:1xty, and, in 2$ 
per cent of the case., the }) Scale and Pd Scale scores _re the t.o highest 
.core. in the profile. The breakdown ot the percentages into te1'll8 ot the 
18 
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TABLE II 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE WAPI SCALE SCORES 
AND AGES OF THE NHOLE GROUP (N-lm) 
SCALE MEAN P.E. lEAN STANDARD IJN. 
~e8t!on 9).67 . .15 2.22 
~. 53.40 .30 4.88 
54.58 .54 8.64 
Italid!'!;,y 54.46 .42 6.81 
~chondria8is 52.10 
.70 11.25 
pepression lIJ.{J) 
.73 11.80 
r,steria 54.64 .57 9.15 
I7chopathic Deviate 66.80 
.65 10.55 
~c.-Fem. 51.88 
.5h 8.79 
aranoia $0.65 .68 10.90 
Iy'chas thenia 54.95 .68 11.00 
c1ir&ophrenia 
f ,3.4, .66 10.~ 
rpomania ,8.0, 
.63 10.1, 
ges 41.32 .46 7.47 
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TABLE nI 
STA TISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE MJaPI SCALE SCORES AND AGES 
OF THE ALL VOLUNTARY ALCOHOLIC GROUP (N- 75) 
SCALE JlEAN P.E. MEAN STANDARD DEV. 
Question 50.80 .15 1.91 
Lie 52.60 .34 4.40 
I 53.25 .72 9.18 
Validity 56.08 .51 6.50 
gypochondr1asi8 54.2) .80 10.)1 
Depres8ion 62.U .98 12.59 
B'Ysteria 54.28 .72 9.18 
Psychopathic Deviate 68.54 .78 10.0) 
)(aSc • -Fem. 52.78 .73 9.34 
Paranoia 50.74 .77 9.85 
Psychasthenia. $6.14 .80 10.22 
Schizophrenia 54.03 .79 10.1.4 
Hypomania 58.0) .89 11.44 
Ages 42. '37 .51 6.49 
TABLE IV 
~TATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE MMPI SCALE SCORES AND AGES OF THE OLD GROUP (N-70) 
SCALE N.EAN P.E. lIEAN STANDARD DEV. 
Question 50.58 .19 2.41 
Lie ,3.78 .44 ,.46 
1 ,5.21 .67 8.34 
Validity ,4.16 • .58 7.14 
HYPochondriasis 54.90 .96 1l.90 
Depression 60.35 .92 11.35 
HYsteria 54.97 .74 9.18 
psychopathic Deviate 65.17 .92 11.40 
Maso.-Fem. ,1.37 .68 8.49 
Paranoia .51.80 .92 11.35 
Psye has th eni a 56.8, .9.5 1l.80 
Schizophrenia 53.70 .88 10.9.5 
Hypomani, 56.47 .76 9.42 
Ages 40.42 .64 7.89 
TABLE V 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE WPI SCALE SCORES AND AGES OF 
THE OLD VOLUNTARY ALCOHOLIC GROUP (N-25) 
SCALE MEAN P.E. MEAN STANDARD,DEV. 
~uestion 50.80 . .37 2.15 
Lie 51.76 .41 3.04 
K 52.84 1.12 8.)1 
Validity 57.94 .,96 7.10 
]:Jpoohondri&si8 ,8.00 1.00 1.)8 
Depression 64.00 1~79 1).25 
HYsteria 55.84 1.25 9.21 
Psychopathic Deviate 67.48 ~ .. 56 U.5S 
Mase.-Fem. 52.18 1.14 8.46 
paranoia 51.16 1.)5 10.02 
Psychasthenia 57.04 1.,6 1l.55 
Schizophrenia 55.00 1.34 9.96 
Hypomania 55.96 1.39 10.26 
Ages 41.62 .99 7.42 
TABLE VI 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF 'I'HE .t&PI SCALE SCORES AND AGES 
OF THE t>.'"EW VOLUNTARY ALCOHOLIC GROUP (N-SO) 
SCALE JlEAN P.E. NEAN STANDARD DEY. 
Question 50.86 .18 1.92 
U.8 52.56 .)8 ).99 
I: S~3.00 .88 9.l9 
Validity 55.)2 .51 5.95 
ayponchorxlriaa1s 51.88 .91 9.60 
Depression 61.20 1.15 12.1.) 
trysteria 5).)6 .8.3 8.16 
Psychopathic Dev-late 69.14 .86 9.09 
.80~-Fem~ 52.42 .91 9.51 
Paranoia SO.72 .92 9.72 
Payohasthen1a 55.56 .89 9.)5 
Soh1zophrenia 5J • .l1i .98 10 • .31 
Hypoman1a 59.52 1.13 11.94 
Ages 42.80 .59 6.22 
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TABLE VII 
STATISTICAL AWALl'SIS OF THE wn SCALE SC02U!:S AND AllES 
OF Tim CO..uTTED ALCOlIOLIC looUP Ot-4S) 
SCALE lEAN P.E. NUtf STA~IDARD DEi., 
. 
Quest10n SO.b7 .22 2.19 
L1e $4.12 .63 6.24 
K 56.46 .78 7.76 
,al1d1tq S2.18 .62 6.15 
gypoohondr1u1a S3.2O 1.18 U .. 70 
:oepreaa1on $8 .. 06 .,91 9.66 
flrIter1a S4.49 .91 9.0) 
Peychopatb10 Dev1ate 6).88 1.12 U.07 Jaao.-,.. $0.68 
.85 8.40 
Parano1a SO.90 1.l9 u.so 
Peyahutben1a 53.80 1.16 n.lS 
SOh1aopbren1a se.sv 1.1S U.40 
Il'fpoaama )6.74 .91 9.05 
Ages 39.73 .82 6.16 
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CODIllitted Alcoholics, Old Voluntary Al.coholic8, and New Voluntar,y Alcoholics 
GrOUPs is Found in Table VIII. 
T.ABLE VIII 
PERCENTAGES OF COMMITTED. OLD VOLUNTARY, AND NEW VCLUNTARY ALCOOOLIC 
GROUP RECORDS IN RELATION TO SCORES ON THE D* .AND PD* SGA.LES 
Ocmm1tted Old Voluntary ... Volunt.ar.v' 
Alcoholics Alcoholioa Alcohol 1. 
D Scale OV'er 60 36% S$ S2% 
D Scale highest 13% ~ 
* Pd Seale over (:0 ~ 7($ 8_ 
Pd Scale highest 41t' S2I (nf, 
D and Pd Scales over W 3" 36% ble.C 
D and Pd Scales highest 16% 28% ,2$ 
*D is the Depression Scale 
iHlPd is the Ps;yohopathio Deviate Scale 
In order to determine lIbether there ... &DT 81gn1t1oant dUterence 
between group percentages, the standard error of the differences bet_en the 
percentagesl obtained 'as computed tor the Comm1tted Alcoholic and Old Volun-
t&J.7 Alcoholic Groups and tor the CoDD1 tted Alcoholic and the lew V oluntar.r 
.:Lcoholic Groups, 1md fro:m thia "Was derived the critical ratios for the •• 
differences.2 The critical ratios of these differences are found in Table IX. 
CRITICAL RATIOS OF THE DIFl'ERENCES IN PERCENTAGES BEmEN THE CHRONIO 
ALCOHOLIC AND ftO VOLUJf1'ARI ALCOHOLIO GROUPS IN RELATION 
. 
TO SCORES ON THE ])It AND PDHSOALES 
Chronio Alcoholic- Chronic AlcolloUo-
Old Va1.UDtary Aloohol1o ... Volunt.al7 Alco-
holic 
D Scal.e over 60 1.6S 1.b9 
D Scale highest O.7S 1.39 
Pd Scale OftI' 60 0.64 2 • .32 
Pd Seale b1gbest 0.61 1.,9 
D and Pd Scales over 60 0.2$ l.ll 
D and Pd Soales highest 1.27 2.22 
*D 18 the Depression Scale 
HPd is the Paycbopath1o Dni.ate Scale 
Due to the tact that, in order to be significant at or below the 5 
per cent lem of contidence, the Chronio Alcoholic-Old Voluntar.Y Alcoholic 
, .3 
percentage differences Ift18t have a Critical Ratio of at least 2.06 none of 
2 ~., 220. C.R.=peroentag~- PercentageZ I 'Where C.R.=erltloal 
- . -
ratio ot the d.1tferenee bet_en two percentages, d""~ standard error of the 
difference bet .... two percentages. 
:3 ~., 190. 
I I 
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these difterenceS' is significant at or below the S per cent level of confi-
dence. HoW'ler, since the Oritioal Ratio tor the percentage d1.fferenoes be-
t_en the Chronic Alcoholio and New Vollmtary Alcoholic Groups must be at 
least 2.02,4 _ may oonclude that at or below the S per oent level o/confi-
dence _ mB\V' expect Committed Alcoholiea to have signiticantly more soores 
oV'er (J) on the Pd Scale than a group that is comparable to our New Voluntary 
Alcoholic Group; also, _ may conclude that a group oomparable to our New 
Voluntary Alcoholic Group lIIOuld be expeoted to have the D and the :01 Scal.as 
as their highest scores signii'ioantly. at or below the S per cent level, more 
frequently than a Committed Group ot alooholl08. In this group of 13) al-
oeholics, .34.2 per cent have scores over seventy on the Pc Scale, 'Whioh result 
is quite s1milar to the 31.8 per cent obtained by Manson.' Also, 22., per 
cent of the 120 subjeots in this stuctr obtained scores over seventy on the D 
Soale. 
The means of the Whole Group tor the various scales -.re inter-
correlated (TableX). 
All correlations greater than!' 0.180 are significant at or below 
the , per cent level of confidence) all greater than ='0.233 are Significant 
at or belaw the 1 per cent level of confidence.6 Inspection of Table X will 
pj 
4 Ibid. 
-
, Manson, "An ~.nalys1s ot the Psychopathia Charaoteristics of Alco-
holics," ~oumal ~ Oonsultin& P!Yoholgo:. XIII, U2. 
6 Garrett, Statistios !a P!l0h~ and Education. 190. 
t 
~ +.48 (.07) 
~ -.21 (.09) 
~s 
P 
K1 
Pd 
i-F 
lPa 
IPt 
~c 
~ 
~5e8 
TABLE X 
INTgRCORRELATIONS OF THE SCALE SCORES AND 
AGES OF THE WHOLE GROUP (1-120)* 
K Hs D f1Y • Pd M-F Pa pt Se 
-.35 (.08) 
+.lL. 
(.09) 
-.10 ..... 49 
(.09) ( .. 07) 
.)3 +. 71 ~.43 
(.08) (.04) (.07) 
-.09 +.28 +.45 + • .38 (.09) (.08) (.07) (.08) 
-.08 +.10 +.21 t.19 ~9 
(.09) (.09) (.08) (.09){.09) 
-.ll +.)2 +..38 +.25 .)4 
(.09) (.08) (.08) (.08)(.08) 
+.11 +.41 +.71 +.45 .42 (.09) (.08) (.04) (.07)(.07) 
+.08 ~47 +.38 +.36 .31 (.09) (.07) (.08) (.08)(.08) 
+.40 +.04 ... 02 -.oL~ .25 
(.08) (.09) (.09) (.09)(.08) 
+.09 ~08 -.01 .01 -.14 
(.09) (.09) (.09) (.09){.09) 
.... 32 
(.08) 
+.29 +.$5 
(.08) (.06) 
+.24 +.54 +.71 
(.09) (.06) (.04) 
+.12 ~.25 +.16 +.25 (.09) (.08) (.09) (.OB) 
-.03 +.06 -.05 .03 -.01 
(.09) (.09) (.09) (.09) (.09) 
.. The upper number in each box indioates the ooeffioient of oorrelation) the 
lower number, in parenthesis, indioates the standard devia.tion of the 
correlated ooeffioient. 
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• ~ ... that thirty-four ot the titV-eight correlations are sign1ticant at or 
belO1f the 5 per cent level of confidence, tb.irty-one at or below the 1 per 
cent level of con£1dence. BowNer, the :l:mport ot the.e findings is not deter-
minable at this time, due to the fact that, at least to the writer's knowledge 
there has been, with one exception, no comparable data published for either 
normals or alcoholics. The exception 'noted is a correlation of ! 0.84 betwen 
the pt and Sc Scales: oar! 0.71 does ditfer somewhat, but the clinical 
significance or the variation is not determinable at the present time. 
One bmldred ot the 120 records _1'8 ohoaen at random, and the tre-
qu.ena;r with 'Which each ot the 5S'O items as answered s1gnllicantl.y' _s tabulat-
ed. The resul til or this analysis appear in Table II. 
For this table, seven or the I:l'wento1'7 items wre chosen, which, due 
to the nature of alcoholism and i til oonsequencea, should be annered signi-
ticantlT b;r at least 65 per cent ot alcololics. Theae items are. 
A - 19 "I haft had periods in whioh I carried on Activit1es with-
out know1ng later 1d1at I had been doing." (R) 
A - 2l "I haY'e had blank spells in which D\Y activities 1I8re :inter-
rupted and I d1d not know what was going on around me." (R) 
A - 33 ItI have never seen things doubled (that is, an object never 
looks like 2 objects to me without D\Y being able to make it 
7 HatbaWIt\V and McKinlq, !!!! Minnesota Multip,h!sic Personal1tz 
Invento!%, rev. ed., New York, 1943. 
, 
TABLE Xl* 
TABULA nON OF PERCENTAGE OF DEVIANT RES1::ONSES 
MADE BY ONE HUNDRED ALCOHOLICS 
A B C D E F G H I J 
1 20 2 17 5) 45 6 22 6 5 10 1 
2 26 8 4) 14 22 21 5 18 7 14 2 
) 24 J4 17 31 29 Jl 12 19 12 14 ) 
4 24 22 6 24 41 26 49 5 12 25 4 
5 I) 4 9 23 48 24 2u 19 87 27 5 
6 27 25 40 20 46 19 35 6 4 1) 6 
7 6 14. J7 28 29 42 13 5 4 40 7 
8 2) 29 . 26 11 21 34 33 2 18· 10 8 
9 16 21 . 5 21 . 24 19 2 .30 . 2 5 9 
10 18 31 17 58 53 24 2 .4$ )1 . 45 10 
11 5 4 10 35 24 23 5 6 2 58 11 
12 :3 8 37 17 49 36 17 25 47 36 12 
13 6 9 1 31 19 48 55 6 71 25 13 
14 5 23 2 43 42 26 29 2 )2 67 14 
15 6 8 4 4 21 29 59 4 40 24 15 
16 17 15 5 25 37 16 26 14 41 15 16 
11 28 8 22 10 12 36 2) ) 40 21 17 
18 24 14 36 25 7 23 41 39 40 49 18 
JO 
- ! 
31 
.. 
A B C D Iii , 0 H I J 
19 18 2 28 8 32 14 56 7 40 l4 19 
20 10 17 37 44 4 22 13 2 26 42 20 
21 9 )0 28 2 6 36 40 3 25 S 21 
22 S 1) 54 42 10 60 )2 4 37 )6 22 
23 10 21 40 6 43 . 61 10 28 32 J6 23 
24 6 7 66 8 9 31 33 5 13 52 2J.& 
2, 6 25 S6 12 12 48 2S S 27 18 2S 
26 15 5 27 33 4.) 62 21 53 33 37 26 
27 9 18 44 ; 26 2S 40 29 5 26 48 27 
28 u 20 4.3 17 40 6S 20 5 40 37 28 
29 6 33 7 14 19 38 53 51 33 70 29 
JO 10 27 27 40 29 2" 56 .3 43 11 30 
31 28 sa 35 18 34 25 19 31 32 41 )l 
)2 25 6 2J.& 26 22 Sl 8 11 3S 27 )2 
3) 36 44 4J 16 55 42 24 6 28 16 33 
34 11 49 25 4S )2 38 8 17 26 15 34 
35 10 9 24 3~ 29 17 7 11 15 19 35 
J6 26 16 28 59 15 62 )6 34 )6 10- )6 
37 16 23 23 64 16 18 43 15 46 36 37 
38 9 3 10 42 7 6 55 )2 38 8 j8 
39 10 18 9 16 1 26 27 14 20 43 39 
40 ) )0 34 43 9 10 28 22 44 .3 40 
32 
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A B C D E F G H I J 
41 26 48 4 20 7 15 11 16 19 66 41 
42 17 68 44 3 46 23 21 47 .3 20 42 
4.3 11 J6 18 2 18 37 9 28 12 4 43 
44 19 21 7 34 25 30 1 28 26 .30 44 
45 35 )6 56 26 9 17 25 31 24 68 45 
46 19 7 7 56 54 51 8 6 51 44 46 
47 20 17 8 61 20 16 3 29 2) 21 47 
48 6 2.3 30 15 52 .36 2 3 46 26 48 
49 14 22 33 31 18 12 25 20 38 42 49 
$0 17 11 1.2 35 49 13 30 7 18 1 50 
51 13 29 4 31 50 10 14 3.3 61 22 51 
52 38 4.3 8 60 54 27 7 19 20 12 ,2 
53 10 23 11 64 .30 55 8 8 19 12 53 
54 2 25 23 54 35 29 8 13 37 38 54 
55 8 16 28 56 27 10 10 7 1 9 55 
.A. B 0 D E F G B I J 
* By reading horizontally across the letters and vertically down the arabic 
numerals I the percentage of deviant responses on each of the 550 items may 
be found, e.g. there were twenty-six deviant responses on item A - 2. 
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~ look like one object)." (L) 
A - 42 "I have had no difficulty' in keeping JrtV' balance in wa1ld.ng." 
(L) 
B - hl "I haTe used alcohol moderately (or not at all)." (L) 
B - 42 "I have used alcohol excessively-." eR) 
I - 13 H)fy hardest battles ~ with JqSe1f." eR) 
From 'fable XI, it may be seen that only- i tams B - 42 (68 per cent 
.ignif'icant anS1l8ra) and I - 13 (71 per cent sign1f'icant 811"1"11) meet our ! 
;eriori requirement of 6, per cent aign1ticant reeponses. It is surprising 
that only' 8 per cent adm1 t to having had· blank spella (A - 21), 14 per cent 
admit to having had periods in which they carried on activities without kn(WW-
ing later what they had been doing (A - 19), and 18 per cent addt to having 
had any' difficulty keep:l:ng their balance while _lJdng (A - 42). 
The mean scores on the Validating Seales, that is the L, K, and F 
Scales, for those subjects not ans_ring the above senm items in a deviant 
manner wre then calculated and these means wre compared with the means ot 
those subjects that did ans1ll9r these items in a deViant mamer. these means, 
with their standard deviations in parentheses, are tOtlfld below in 'fable XII. 
From Table xn, the critical. ratios of the standard errors of the 
differences betwen the mean scores on the Validating Scales of the deviant 
answr group and the non-deviant ans-.r group lIere derived. These critical 
ratios are found below in Table XIII. ~\s TOW€",t-.. ~ ~~ 
V LOYOLA 
UNJVERSITY 
TABLE XII* 
OOMP.ARISON OF THE MEAN SOORES ON THE L, X, and F SCALES 
OF ALOOIDLICS .lNSWERD~G THE SiVEN ttA PRIORI ALOOII>LIC 
-
ITEMS" IN A DF..VIAN'l' MANNER WrrH THE :MEAN SOORES 
OF ALOOfDLIOS ANS}mRDtG THESE I'l'.fWS 
IN .A NON-lEVIAN'l' MANNER 
L SCALE K SCALE F SCALE 
Dev • .AnS'W8l""''** Non-Dev. i'~ Dav. AIls_r Non-Dev. !leV'. Ana. Non-Dav. 
Subgroup AllS?2r sub Subgroup Answer Subgroup Ana.Sub-
group SUbgroup group 
A-19 50.84 54.,8 '!.)8 ,6 • .56 56.04 5).29 (1.))) (5.92) (8.72) (7.95) (7.98) (6.87) 
'-21 51.00 54.15 49.00 56.)5 63.84 52.69 (1.61) (7.74) (10.14) (7.65) (7.92) (6.18) 
'-33 54.94 53.05 57.2, 55.21 56.22 5.3.02 (7.26) (4.49) (8.67) (8.07) (8.28) (6.21) 
A-42 ,3.24 54.26 56.71 55.93 56.60 >3.2U (5.94) (5.52) (6.63) (8.49) (7.20) (7.02) 
52.13 55.22 ,5.27 56.44 54.86 ,3.)8 (3.37) (6.74) (7.68) (8.49) (6.66) (7.al) 
13-42 ;2.,8 ,6.94 55.33 ,7.12 54.64 53.68 (3.99) (7.,6) (8.37) (8.02) (6.72) (7.80) 
1-13 52.13 58.64 57.00 58.42 55.14 52.76 (2.66) (7.42) (2.55) (8.82) (7f}78) (3.91) 
* The number without the parenthesis is the mean score, the number i.mmediatel 
below and 1n parenthesis is the standard deviation. 
~Pk DGv. AnS'Wer Subgroup • deviant ana_r subgroup. 
Non-Dev. allS'Wer subgroup • Non--deviant anslIer subgroup. 
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TABLE lIn 
CRITICAL RATlOO* OF THE STANDARD ERRORS OF THE DIFFERENCES BE1'rIE1tN 
THE UEANS ON !HE VALIDATING SCALES OF THE SEVEN II,! ... PR;;;;;;;I..-Cli_I 
.A.LCOll)LICII I'.l'ElIS FOR THE D.EVIAft AND THB 
NOI-DEVIANT ANSWER GROUP 
Item L Soal.e I Scale F Scale 
A ... 19, 4.0 2.4 1.7 
A - 21 2.) 3.3 6.2 
A .. 33 1.4 1.3 ~.1 
A .. 42 0.7 0.5 2.1 
B .. 41 2.5 1.2 1.0 
B .. 42 3.1 1.2 0.6 
I -13 S.O 1.0 1.8 
* C.R • .s"meaIlJ. - meant J C.R.9"oritioal ratio of the standard error or the 
staiiaii=Ci ErrOr 01 
(m&an]. - meanf) 
difference between two means. (Garrett, §'1'f.t1stiOl! !!!. P!lohology ~ ~duoa­
tion, 219). 
A ori tical ratio of the standard error of the difference between 
two means that is equal. to or greater than 2.4 indicates that the difference 
is significant at or below the 0.8 per cent lenl of COnf1dence.6 a critical 
ratio equal. to or greater than 2.0 is s1gnU'icant at or below the 2 per cent 
.. 
8 Garrett, Statistics !!!. l'!mhaloSl ~ Education, 190. 
level of contidence.9 Therefore, by inspection of Table XIII, the tollowing 
are seen to be true. the L Scale di.tterentiates the falsifiers (those giTing 
non-deViant anners) fram the non-falsifiers (those giTing deviant answers at 
or below the 0.8 per cent level of confidence on all but t1ft) of the items, 
these two being A - 33 and A - h2; the K Scale d1£ferentiates bet_en these 
two groups, i.e. falsifiers and non-f,asitiers, at or below the 0.8 per cent 
level ot confidence on only tm ot the ""en items, A - 19 and A - 21; the ., 
Scale difterentiates between the tYl) groups at or below the 0.8 per cent level. 
ot confidence onq for Item A - 21, at or belcnr the 2 per cent le'll'e1 of 
confidence for Items A - 33 and A - 42; all three ot the Validating SOales 
differentiate be_en the two groups at or below the 0.8 per cent level of 
confidence on Item. A - 2l J only the L Scale differentiates bet_en the two 
groups at or below the 0.8 per cent level of oonfidence on Items B - 41, B .. 
42, and I - 13, neither of the other t.o scales differentiating at or below 
the 2 per cent level of confidence; the F Scale is the only one ot the three 
to differentiate between the two groups at or below the 2 per cent leYel ot 
conf'idenoe on Items A - 33 and A - 42 J 1Iherever the K Scale difterentiates 
betwen the t1IO groups, Items A - 19 and A - 21 J the L Scale serns the same 
purpose quite as wll. From these findings, m oonclusions are apparent. 
Firat, on each ot the seven ",! pr!or1 alcoholio· items, one of the Validating 
Scales clitferentiates bet_en the falsifiers and the non-talsifiers in our 
study' at or belOlf the 2 per cent level of confidence. Second... the K Scale IDlf8' 
9 .!2!!., 190. 
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not add anyth1rlg to the L and F Scales in regard to d:ltferent1at1ng f81s1£18" 
trom non ... falsif1ers;this does not mean, however, that the K Scale seNes no 
usefUl function as a CtOIT'ectiOn factor for five of the nine trait scalea. 
The rest of th1s di.8casion of the item anal.7s1s is concerned nth 
.. comparison of the results ot the present stuc:\Y' 1d.th those of Manson,lO who 
used the records of ninev-six a1coho~lc males, mostly members of Alcoholics 
Anonymous, and S8V'ent)r-one non-ucoholic males to perform an item ana1ys1s. 
H:i.S non-aleohol1c group 
included tabsta1.nera' or those who had nsvet" had a strong desire 
to use alcohol. except perhaps in one or two exploratory Situations, 
and who Deft1'" have .ed alcohol exee88ivel.y or consistentlY' J and 
'social drinkers' or those who have been drinking tor a n\'Ullber of 
years and who are now ch-inking, but who never, OIl on onl;r one or 
two occasions, have had serious trouble because of their dr1nk1ng. 
These are the an and 'II'OJDen who control their drinking all or nearly 
all the time. They can 'take it or le •• it alone.' The t abstainers' 
WIre reoruited from temperance and church groups, and the 'social. 
drinkers' came from the immediate families of the alcoholic subjects, 
hospital personnel, veteran groups, uniV8l"SiV_ Btudents, lIOrkers, 
acquaintances and friends of the 1nv'estigator.ll 
All of the .. controls 1I8re betwen the ages of twellt7 and six\y with a mean of 
34.4, white, .free of m.ental de.f'iciency, literate, and "relatively .free of 
serious ~iologiaal and P87Chologlcal deterioration.,.lf Members of Alcohol-
ics Anon"mous constituted approximatelY' 1S per cent ot the alcoholics in Man-
son·s group, the mean age being WJ.O, the rest ot the Alcoholics being in 
.. 
10 Manson, .. Aft .AnalJrs1s of the Pqchopathic Characwristice ot 
Alcoholios,· Journal !! Conault1ntI P!lchology, XIII, 1949, lll-US. 
II Ibid. .. 112. 
12 ~, 
in hospitals and sanitariums, their mean age being :n.S. 
Manson found that his non-alcoholic group yielded more dev1snt R's 
than his Alcoholic group on eight items. Ho1lllWer, on onl3 one item, 1>-38 
CttJ(y conduct is largely controlled by' the customs of' those about .tt_L}, 'as 
the ditterence in the per cent or dev1ant responses sign1ticant at or below 
the 5 per oent level or conf'idence, ~1ng that the beharlor ot the membera 
of the control group tended to be controlled less by' the custama of' those 
about them than 18 the behavior ot his Alcoholic group_ Manson's normals bad 
more deviant l"espona. on 8e"IVn'teen items than did our alcoholics, but on onlT 
four of these items are the per cent diff'erences sign1tioant at or below the 
S per cent level of' confidence J these items were t 
D - 2 ttl like to talk about sextt (R) 
D .. Sl ttl am against giving monq to beggars" CR) 
» - l? "I have lleftr been in trouble because of' • sex bebaT1or" (L) 
H - lL ttl have very te .. tears CCIIJlp&red to rq triends" (L) 
Thus it is seen that Vanaon'. controls tend to b. more anxious and tearful 
than doe. our group (H - 31, Eo- 17) and are 1 •• ~thetic ward the .t1nan ... 
o1a1ly unfortunate than is our Alcoholics group CD .. Sl). It is surprising 
to note here that Manson '8 Alcoholics bad significantly more dn'!ant responses 
on items D ... Sl and E - 17 than did the controls, in direct contrast to our 
Alcoholic group. 
'!'he llcoholic group of' this atud;y scored more deviant responses on 
twenty' of the items than did Manson.s controls, the difference being signifi-
cant at or below the S per cent level of confidence. The.. 1 teras are I 
.. 
B - 42 "I haY'e uaed aloohol excessively'." Cft) 
E ... 37 "No one seems to understand me." (Il) 
I ... .so "I do man,. things which I regret attel"'lQll"da (I regret more t:r 
JIlO'l"e otten than others seem to}." (ft) 
E - 12 "I halTe never been in trouble 111 tb the law. eL) 
F _ 36 "I wish I could be .. happy as others seem to be.- CR) 
r - SO "Jluch at the tiM I feel as though I have done something 
wrong or erl.l." (R) 
o - 4 Itl have not lived the right kind of lite." (Il) 
I .. 12 "These ~ I t1nd it bard not to giTe up hope of amounting 
to something." (It) 
I - 13 "Jq hardest battles are with -.rsell." (R) 
I - 26 "I am easily' do1CJed in an argument. ., (ft) 
I - 27 "I find it hard to keep Jq mind on a task or job." (Il) 
I - l> "1Iy...,. of doing thing8 18 apt to be misunderstood by 
others. Sf (R) 
I .. ~2 "MT parents have otten objected to the ldnd of people I wnt 
around .w1. til." (It) 
Ii - 53 "My parents and family find JIr)re fault with me than the7 
should.- (It) 
o - 6 "At t1mes I have "17 much wanted to leave 110_." CR) 
o ... 7 fIJ(r relatives are aaar1,. all in sympathy' with me .. " (L) 
o - 53 "It people bad not had it in for me I would have been JJUCh 
more euoceaaf'ul." (ft) 
I""""" 
G .. ~ °I .. 8lU"8 I pt a raw deal traa lUe. n (ft) 
H .. .3 "I an ftN I am betng talked about.. tt (ll) 
H 1M 26 oX 1caow 1Ibo 18 reepone1ble tor moat or • trouble." (R) 
U8ms Jlan$Qll'a 81x-.told di1'18ion of the ite. (ct. Chapter II), It 
is seen that OV alcoholic group teels mn 1n8ecu'N 'and 1nadequate (B -bt, 
E ... 31, E ... go, F ... :J6, , ... ". G - 4" I - 12, I - 13, I - 26, I ... m, baa 
poorer social (I ... 12, I ... .J) and ~ (I .. S2, J ... S', c - 6, 0 -1) 
adjuetDente. and gl ..... m:ont ~. of tMllnp of p8J"M0QUon ( G ... S3, 
o ... S~, H ... 3, H - 26) tha'1 doe. the control P'OUP- AnalJS1q th1s ~J 
.. find that the Alcoholtaa ttmd to "1t tbe::1r alcoml1sm (D -42), have 
nUlll8rG- ocmaoicue guUt tee11np (I ... 50, , ... SO, G - h). have made a ratber 
passive t)"plt ef adjustment ( I ... 26), and feel that their lntra-l'am1l1al rela-
tionships have bc!tc poor, ~ it be pNf'iDua to, .... quent upon. or both 
previous to and OOMequ.ent upon 'bh91P alcobDl1em (B - St, B ... S', C - 6, c-?). 
Ua:tq the S per cent level of ccotidlmae u a criterion, ...... ..:.M 
of rable I and fable XlV 8Ih0Y48 that M'aneon'e Aloohol1o group ,.... 111)'" dW1art\ 
~ thar~ did tb8 ccm'bro18 for the ttwnv items on 1Ib1eh tbe .AlcohG1.io 
poup at the present 8'tud7 ~d the ... oont.ro18. 
ifan8on'. Alcohollo group lave ... dIIv1..tmt ~ than did t.be 
oontJlOla on to ...... otbeJ- It.e., the d1tterence aleo beina a1gn1t1cmt at 01" 
below tbe S ~ cent level of confideD.. TheM addlt1or.lal items aN, 
E ... b3 ~ 1ft a poup of people I hmre trouble ~ of the 
J'1sht th1np to talk about.1t (a) 
F -, ttt 1d.sh I 1IIIIWe not. 80 ~.w (R) 
-F- 8'" -It makes .. lmoomfortable to put on .a stunt at a part)" even 
'When others are doing the same sort of things," (R) 
G - 11 -I am happy most of the time.1t (L) 
G - 3S "I liked schoOl." (L) 
D - 1J "In School 1 was sometimes sent to the principal tor cutUns 
up." CR) 
D - Sl "1 am against giving money to beggars." (R) 
r - 39 nit" daily life is tu:J.l 01· things that keep me interested." 
(L) 
H .. 12 "I battft bad verr peculiar and strange experienc ... " (R) 
B - h8 ItI believe that "I1q bomelife is a8 pleasant as that of 1IIOst 
people I knr"w_ - (L) 
c - 12 -1 have been disappointed in 10V'e.1I (R) 
E - 17 -I have never bgen in 1;.rt()uble because of BIT sa beharlor.-
(L) 
G .. 18 -x haYe periods in 'Which I feel unusu.ally' cheel"hl. without 
aD7 spec1al. reaBQn." (L) 
G .. 25 -Somet:tmea wlthout axv reason 01'" even 1Ihen things are going 
1I1"Oflg I feel excitedly happy, .on top ot the world,IM (R) 
It is conaludld t.rolll this that Manton'. alooJaollc group displayed 
their deviance from the nonuJ.s more than did the present aleoholio group by' 
more overtly manitesting both their feelings of inadequacy and 1n8ecurit)" 
in sooial situations (E - h3, F - S, F - 8) and their early social maladjust-
menta (0 - 3", D ... ») J it is interesting to note that 1Ihereu Manson'. 
alcoholics lI81"tt more set against giving money to beggars than were his 
controls, his eottt.rols were ll'JOre against the practice than wre our alcoholics 
Also, Manson fS alcoholics tended to manifest more manic behavior (G ... 18, 
o ... 25) and sexu.aJ. maladjustment (0 - 12, E - 17) than did the controls, where-
as the writer'. group showed no such difference in behaTior from the controls) 
as a matter ot fact, as noted abOV'o, the normal.s tend to be more maladjusted 
in the sexual sphere than the present alcoholics (of. Table III, items D - 2 
. 
and E - 11). 
A more formal and extensive comparison of the deviant R'. made by' th 
1;110 Alcoholic groups in question, Manson's and the present study's, .. made 
(Table XIV). It was found that on only one item, I - 27 ("I find it hard to 
keep mr m1nd on a task or job") did our alcoholic group score a greater per 
cent o£ dev1snt responses than did Manson's group that DS significant at or 
below the S per cent level of' confidence; this indicates that the underly,lng 
anxiety of this group tended to atfect their lIOrk r.lore than did the anxieV 
of Manson t s group. HOW'ITer, it DIllst be borne in mind that Uanson IS group 
scored enough &rtiant responses on this item. (I - f7) to d1atinguish them trom. 
the control group. On twenty-two other items, Manson'. alcoholic group scored 
more dev'1ant responses than did the writer's group at or below the S per cent 
level of oontldenooJ these items are: 
B - 42 "! have used alcohol excessi1fely." (a) 
E ... 31 *'No one 8"_ to understand me." (R) 
I - 43 "V4hen in a group or people I have trouble thinking of the 
right things to talk about." (R) 
I - b4 ttl lind it hard to make talk when I meet new people." (R) 
F - S "r 1Id.sh I are not 80 ebT." (R) 
~A-4 
JJ-42 
~47 
~-48 
0-49 
8-51 
~52 
~5) 
~-55 
... 
TABLE Xl"V 
COMPARISON OF THE. yERCENTAGES Olt DEVIANT RESPONSES G IVEti 
BY llANSON'S HORlAAL Group (N-7l) Al-41) 'I'HE ALCOHOLICS 
OF THE PRESENT STUDY (N-100) ON THE ITmS OF THE 
PD SCALE, AND THE CRITIcAL RATIOS OF STANDARD 
ERmRS OF THE PEI{;ENTAGE DIFFERENCES 
% Dev. Res.@ (7""$ ofH-
of Manson'. Mansonls 
% Dev. Res. 
o! our Alo. 
**** <1'~ ot our U Dc:t of...... cn tioa1 
Alooholios klnson's Ratio 
NOrmals &: Normals No~s (ll-lOO) 
(B-71) our Alo. 
28 5.) 24 4.2 6.) 0.6 
7 ).0 68 4.6 ,.4 u.) 
11 ).7 17 ).7 5.2 1.2 
17 4.4 2) 4.2 6.1 1.0 
17 4.4 22 4.1 6.0 0.8 
27 ,.2 29 4.5 6.9 0.) 
11 ).7 4) 4.9 6.1 ;.2 
1 1.1 23 4.2 4.) S.l 
10 3.6 16 ).6 ,.1 1.2 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
"1 
, 
'I 
I 
lab 
... 
**** ~TEM % Dev. Rea.@ 0'"% of ** % Dev. Res. (/" % of our Q'" iii of *** Critical 
of KanSon'. Manson'. of our Ale. Alcoholics . anson'. Ratio 
Normals Normals ( .. 100) Normal. % 
II (If-71) our .Ale. 
1/1 C-6 23 4.9 40 4.9 6.9 2.$ Iii 
p-7 20 4.6 37 4.7 6.7 2.$ IIIII 1
1
:111 
b ... 12 24 5.0 37 4.7 6.9 1.9 I,I 
I1II1 
C-35 1.3 .3.9 24 4.2 5.7 1IIII 1.9 'iil'li 
1II1I'11 
~-47 1.8 4.5 8 2.7 ,.2 1.9 1III1 
1'11 
lill ~2 54 5.9 14 3.4 6.8 5.9 III 
11II 
~JO 28 ,.3 40 4.9 7.2 1.7 I Iii III1 
", 
fJtD-.32 34 5.6 26 4.3 7.1 1.1 'II, II' 
~38 52 5.9 42 4.9 7.6 1 • .3 II 
~n-44 42 5.8 34 4.7 7.5 
[I 
1.1 I 
I 
,*D-51 48 ,.9 )1 4.6 7.4 2.3 I 
~-12 20 4.6 49 4.9 6.7 4.) 
1ItE-17 24 5.0 12 3.2 5.9 2.0 
~-.37 .3 2.0 16 .3.6 4.a. 3.2 
*E-43 22 4.8 18 .3.6 6.·1 0.6 
*1-44 .34 5.6 2$ 4.3 h.) 7.1 
E-46 44 5.9 54 4.9 7.7 1.3 
&:-50 1$ 4.0 49 4.9 6.) 5.6 
*,..5 28 ,.3 24 4.2 6.8 0.6 
1a-F-7 48 4.8 42 4.9 6.9 0.8 
h5 
... 
% Dev. Res •• <7% of ** 0""])% of *** 
***It 
I'l'EM % Dev. Res. ,~of our critical 
of Manson'a Manson's of our Ale. Alcoholics MaruJon'. a.t10 
Koral. Iormals (1-100) Normals % 
(1-71) our Ale. 
*F-8 36 4.8 .34 4.7 6.8 0.3 
,-36 24 5 .• 0 62 4,.8 6.9 ,.s 
,...39 21 4.4 26 . 4 .• 1 6., 0.8 
,..,0 4 2.) 13 )., 4.0 2.2 
0-4 18 4.5 49 4 .. 9 6.6 4.7 
a-12 U .3.7 17 .3.7 $.2 1.2 
-IfG-lB 52 5.9 41 4.9 1-.7 1.4 
itQ-25 31 4.6 25 4 • .3 6.) 1.0 
*0-.30 66 4.7 56 4.9 6.9 1.4 
r,-5.3 1 1.1 8 2.7 2.9 2.4 
0-54 ) 2.0 8 2.7 3.) 1.5 
0-55 1 1.1 10 ).0 ).2 2.8 
H-3 7 ).0 19 ).9 4.9 2.4 
n-12 24 ,.0 28 4.4 6.7 0.6 
H-26 28 5.) r:'" .;;J 4.9 7.2 3.; 
*H-)l ,1 ,.9 31 4.6 7.5 2.7 
I-12 32 ;.4 47 4.9 7.) 2.0 
1-13 48 4.8 71 4.4 6.7 .3.6 
... 
**** 
1T.FJI % Dev. Res.@ ~ of ** % Dav. Res. ~ of our 0:::. of *** Critioal 
of Hanson's Manson's of our Ale. Alcoholios B%ansonts Ratio 
Normals Normals (N-IOO) Normals % (N-71) our Ale. 
1-26 8 3.2 33 4.7 5.7 5.0 
1-27 10 ).6 26 4.) 5.6 2.9 
I-30 27 ,.2 43 4.9 7.1 2.2 
@ % Dev. Res. III Percentage of deviant responses. 
* Manson's normals had more deviant responses than did his alooho~r;;;:S. 
** (/% :: Standard error of the percentage of deviant responses = p q 
I 
p:: The peroentage of times a given event occurs. 
q:: l-p. 
H:: The· number of oases. 
(Garrett, H. E., Statistics in Ps~~hology and Education, New york, 1948, 218.) _.. - . 
***O'D% • standard error of the differenoe in peroentages between Hanson's 
Normals and our Alooholic s : 11 p 1 ql P2 ~ ~ 
/- N 12 
(Garrett, H. E., Statistics in pS1choloGY and Education, New !ork, 
1948, 219.) - -
**** Critical Ratio = 
meanl - m6~ s~qaara error of J here the peroentage is the mean. 
(meanl - mean2) 
(Garrett, H. E., Statistics in Psychology and Education, Hew York" 
1948, 220.) ---- - -
... 
TAJLE: IV 
COMPARISON OF THE J:*EB::EN'1'AGES OF DEVIANT RESPONSES GIVEN 
BY MANSON'S ALCOHOLICS (N-96) AND THE ALCOHOLICS 01" 
THE .PRESENT STUDY (N-1OO) ON THE ITEMS OF THE Pd 
. 
SCALE AND THE CRITICAL RATIOS OF THE 
STANDAHD E.TUtORS OF THE PERCENTAGE 
OF DIFFERENCES 
*** **** ITEM Dev. Roa.* c7"% of *"l} % Dev.Res. ~ of our ~ of }la.'1- Critical 
of Mansoo's Man8oo's ot our Alcoholic 8 oO's Al0. Ratio 
Alooholics Alcoholics Alcoholics & our Ale. (N-96) (N-1OO) 
~-4 33 4.8 24 4.2 6.3 1.4 
B-42 91 2.9 68 4.6 5.4 4.3 
B-47 8 2.8 17 3.7 4.6 1.94 
13-48 31 4.7 2.'3 4.2 6.4 1.2 
&-49 22 4.2 22 4.1 5.8 0 
13-51 lB 3.9 29 4.5 5.9 1.8 
B-52 41 5.0 4.'3 4.9 7.0 0.3 
&-53 17 .'3.8 2.'3 4.2 5.6 1.1 
B-55 21 4.1 16 .'3.6 5.4 0.9 
0-6 5.'3 5.1 40 4.9 7.1 1.8 
0-7 43 5.0 .'37 4.7 6.9 O.B 
47 
48 
.. 
Dev. Res.* ~ of ** 0-: *** **** IS % Dev.Res. % o~ our o:~ of )Kan- critical 
of Kanson's Manson •• of oa: .. Alcoholics s nts Ale. Ratio 
.Alcoholics Alcoholics Alcoholics It our Ale. 
(N-%) (N-1OO) 
C-12 SO 5.1 37 4.7 7.0 1.8 
G~J5 J$ 4.8 24 4.2 6.4 1.7 
G-47 31 4.7 8 . 2.7 5.6 4.1 
])-2 52 5.1 14 3.4 6.1 6.2 
])-30 62 4.9 40 4,,9 6.9 3.2 
n-32 39 4.9 26 4.3 6.5 2.0 
D-38 35 4.8 42 4.9 6.9 1.0 
0-44 40 5.0 34 4.7 6.9 0.9 
0-51 72 4.6 31 4.6 6.5 6.3 
E-12 74 4.5 49 4.9 6.6 3.8 
E-17 41 5.0 J.2 3.2 5.9 4.9 
E-37 31 4.7 16 3.6 6.0 2.5 
E ... 43 42 5.0 18 3.8 6.3 3.8 
E-44 42 5.0 25 4.3 6.6 2.6 
E-46 47 5.1 $4 4.9 '1.1 1.0 
E-50 60 5.0 49 4.9 7.0 1.6 
F-5 52 5.1 24 4.2 6.6 4.2 
F-7 54 5.1 42 4.9 1.1 1.7 
F-8 63 4.9 34 4.1 6.9 4.2 
F-)6 64 4.9 62 4.8 6.9 0.3 
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*** **** ITEM Dev. Rea.* % ot ** % Dev.Res. % of our 1)% of Man- Critical 
of Manson's Manson's of ou.r Alcoholics son's Ale. Ratio 
Alcoholios Alooholios Alcoholics &. our Alo. (N-96) (N-100) 
F-39 44 ,.0 26 4.1 6.9 2.7 
F-50 27 4.6 13 ).) ,.7 2.4 
0-4 64 4.9 49 . 4.9 6.9 2.2 
0-12 3, 4.8 17 3.1 6.1 2,9 
0-18 11 4.6 41 4.9 6.9 4.) 
1j-25 ,0 ,.1 25 4.3 6.6 3.8 
0-30 7, 4.3 56 4.9 6.5 2.9 
G-53 7 2.6 8 2,7 3.7 0.3 
a-54 10 ).0 8 2.1 4.0 0.5 
a-55 11 ).1 10 3.0 4.3 0.2 
B-3 25 4.3 19 3.9 5.8 1.0 
H-12 57 5,0 28 4.4 6.6 4.4 
H-26 59 5.0 53 4.9 7.0 0.8 
H-31 1+2 5.0 31 4.6 6.9 1.6 
~-12 47 5.1 47 4.9 7.0 0 
~-13 86 3.6 71 4.4 5.6 2.1 
~-26 31 4.7 33 4.7 6.8 0.3 
~-21 31 4.7 48 4.9 6.9 2.5 
~-30 48 5.1 43 4.9 7.1 0.7 
* % Dev. Res. : Percentage of deviant r~8ponses. 
"* 11% • Standard error of the percentage of deviant reopons •• 1 q 
II 
p. The percenta,;o of tim;;:, a ;{i ven ev~nt occurs. 
Cl = l-p. 
N = The number of cases. 
. 
1100 
(Garrett, H. E., Statistics in Psyohology and Education, New York, 
1948, 218.) - -
*** cr-D% • standard error of the difference in percentages between Manson's 
+ 
P2 q2 ~ 
1~2 
(Garrett, H. E., Statistics .!!.! Psycholoq ~ Educat.ion, New York, 
1948, 219.) 
meanl - me~ 
**** Crit. Ratio - critioal Ratio = 40 
-
Sf.a,lldard error of 
mianl - mea~ 
(Garrett, H. E., Statistics in psyohology and Education, New York, 
1948" 220.) - -
F .. " ·It :rr.akes me unconfortable to put on a stunt at a partr. even 
ltben others are doing the same sort ot things." (R) 
,. -;0 "MIlch at the time I teel as if' I have <.Dne something wrong 
err evil.1t (ft) 
G - 4 "I have not lived the right kind ot life." (R) 
o - 12 "I am happ,r most of ,the time." (L) 
I - 13 "M!r hardest battles are with myself." (R) 
I - 27 "I find it hard to keep Dt9" mind on a task or job." (R) 
D .. ", "In school I _8 sometimes sent to the princi.pal for cutting 
up." (a) 
D - 32 It'During one period when X was a youngster I engaged in pet. 
th18ve1"1' • .. (R) 
D - Sl "I am against giving money to beggars." (R) 
:8 - 12 "I have never been in trouble with the law." (L) 
F - 39 "IV daily lite is full ot thing. that keep _ interested." 
(L) 
H - 12 Itl have had very peculiar and strange experiences." (R) 
C - 47 liMy sex lite is satisfactory." (L) 
D - 2 "X like to talk about sex.1t (R) 
:8 - 17 "X hav'e never been in trouble because of ntr sex behavi.or." 
(L) 
o - 18 "I ha'v'e periods in 1Ihich I reel unusuall.y tearful without 
any spec1a1 reason." (L) 
o ... 25 "Sometimes without any reason or even when things are going 
1Ir'Ong I teel 8d~hapPT. 'on top of the world." (R) 
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o ".30 -At timers 1111 thoughts hav"e raced ahead taster than I could 
Speak ot them. It (L) 
Once more it should be borne in mind that though JIanson's Alcoholic 
group scored 81gnitlcantq 1101"8 deviant responses on items B - 42, E - 37 , 
r .. )0, G .. 4, I - 1), and I - 27 than did the present study's grouPJ the 
latter group nevertbeless did score s~gnifieantJ..y more deviant response. on 
these items than did the control group_ 
Fl"Om these results, it nuv be deduced that lI.anson·s alooholics are 
lIDre honest about their alcoholism than is this stu~ts group (B .... 42). 'l'hq 
mre read~ reveal their feelings of insecurity and inadequacy along social. 
lines (I - 37, E - 4), E - 44. F - 5, F - 8) J in experienoing the pangs ot 
conscience (0 - 4, G - 12) and in realizing that they have numerous conf'lict8 
(I 1) than does the latter. Manson's alcoholics revealed their social mal-
adjustments in having had trouble with authority at serne time in their lives 
(D ... J), D - )2, E - 12) more than did the alcoholios ot this study'. Also, 
i as stated above, Manscn's alcoholios revealed maladjustments :1n the sexual 
t 
sphere (0 - 47, D - 2, E - 17) and in manio behavior (0 .. 18, G - 25, G -30» 
the alcoholics of the present stuctr di. d not. 
The question now arises as to how this difference bet .. n the tao 
alcoholio groups can be aocounted tor. The one possibility that stands out 
is that, as stated above, approximately 75 per cent of Manson '" group 1I81"e 
members of Alcoholics Anonymous and consequently" were at least ove~ at-
tempting to make an adJustment in the more aocepted 14Wels of soc:Letl'J howavel'" 
it is estimated that at least 40 per oent of the population o£ alcoholics used 
in this study were residents of Chicagot. "Skid RoW" previous to their 
''1 
. , 
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admittance to Chicago state Hospital. This w:>uld probably account for the 
greater ease with which Manson's group adnitted to their alcoholism, for their 
ereatel" dU'ticu1ty 1n making social adjustments, tor their more prom1nent 
feelings of guUt, and for their greater recognition ot inner conflicts. Ho .... 
ever, it is doubtful 1Ihether membership in the Alcoholics Anonymous .,uld 
explain the difference in sexual diff~ult1es and in manic behavior that ... 
found in the WPI. 
•. ~ 
i 
! 
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S_aRY AND CONCLUSIONS 
1. The nature of the Ml4PI and the previous revelant lIOrk done on 
male alcoholics nth tll1. teat. have 'oeen discussed. 
2. An ana.l.TS11 of tile mean acore8, l'>robable UTorl of the _ana, 
and atandarU ciev1ations tor the SCale aeore8 of the 120 alooholic ... per-
fol'll18d, and 1t was found that the two high •• t Scale acora meana " ... Pd. 
(66.80) and D (60.60). no prediotive significanc. can be attaohed to th.s. 
t1nd1ngI, due to the atand.ard dev1at1one of the meana and, alao, to the 
laok ot oomparable data tor noratala 1n the literature. Thirty-four and two-
tenth. per oent or the 120 alcoholics obtained score. OWl" .e".nty' on the Pel 
SCale, 22.5% seO". over .eventy on the D soale. 
l. The Whole Group of A1.o0hol1oa (1-120) _. divided into tive 
subgroups on the bas1a 01' the tl'PfJ or admis.ion to the hasp! tal and the 
m.at:lllU' in which the fMt'I was admWs tered. '!he.. aubgroupa are I 
All Volunt.a.r.r Aloo- (In volunt&r,y Alcoholic Qroup (N-SOh 
hollo Qroup (B-75) tQl4 Voluntary Alooholic Group (N-25 Old Alcohol1o 
Corumltted A.1cohol1c ::troup (5-4S) Group (N-70) 
The mean scorea, probable .. ro1'8;of the Mana, and atandard deviations of 
the mea.ne were determined. The .lnt.ergroup d1t'!erencel were the followiJlgl 
The New Voluntary Alcoholic \}rOup tended. to be older than did the comm1tted 
AloohoUo Group J the Old. V01Ulltar.l Alcoholic :)roup tended to be more morbidl7 
S4 
concerned about tjleir 01m bod1J.y functions than did the New Voluntary Alco-
holic Group and more depressed than the Oourn.itted Alcoholio Group) the New 
Voluntary .Alcoholic Group had a higher _an on the Pd ScaJ.e than did the 
CODJDitted Alcoholic Group. Howver, the Committed Alcoholio Group was found 
to have more individuals with Pd Scores over sixty' than .. the New Va1.untar.r 
Alcoholio Group, the difference being sign1ticant at. the '5% level of con-
fidence; the New VOluntary Alcoholic Group had more records which the D 
and Pd Scale scores _re the highest of the trait scores than did the 
Comi tted Alcohclio Group, this dit'feren. alao bewg signitioant at the 
5% level of confidence. Perhaps it may be concluded from the above that 
the New V oluntar,r Alcoholic Group has more individuals whose outstal ding 
oharaoterist.ic on the MtlPI is a h1gh D and a high Pd score, and consequently, 
may present a better J>S"Jchotherapeutio risk. Othel"Wise, tram the data o£ 
the present investigation, it iUiI\Y be ooncluded that the WPI reveals no 
differences betwen alcoholics 'Who are committed by the courts to a mental 
hospital and alooholics who enter the hospital voluntarily and the methods 
of administration of the IIMPI under investigation. do not se"~ to affect the 
results of the test. 
h. A tabulation of the frequena,y 'With which 100 of tM 120 
alcoholios yielded deviant responses on the S50 items was performed. 
a. Seven items 'Were chosen, whioh. due to their content and due 
to the nature of an alcoholic's experience, the present _iter believes at 
least 6'5% of the alcoholics should 8l1wwer deviantly. Only t.wo 'Were ana_red 
il'll 
III 
II 
I 
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in the expeoted. manner with the expected firequency. However, analysis of 
the so ores on the Validating SOales for the two groups, 1.e. falsifiers and 
non-falsifiers; allows the drawing of two oonclusions, firat, either the 
, So ale or the L soale were suffioient to differentiate between the two 
groups at or below the 2% level of oonfidenceJ the X Soale may not add any_ 
thini to the L and F Scales in relation to differentiating falsifiers from 
non-talsiiiers, this is no retleotion on the value ot the K SOale as a 
oorrelation factor tor five of the nine trait scales. 
b. Particular attention was paid to the frequency 1Vi th which the 
100 alcoholics gave deviant responses on the fifty i tams constituting the 
Pd Scale and oomparisons were m.ade 'With the percentages of deviant responses 
found in Kanson's alcoholic and oontrol groups. 
1) The alooholio group of the preaent study tended to be 
more insecure and anxious, to have poorer social and interpersonal adjust-
menta, to give more evidence of feelings of persecution, to have more 
oonscious .feelings of guilt, to have poorer intra-familial relationships, 
and to be more sympathetic toward the financially unfortunate than did 
Manson'. control group. 
2) M~ dii'ferenaes between the responses given b,y Man.onta 
alcoholic group and the alcoholics of the present study were found to be 
significant at or below the S% level of confidence and it is suggested that 
some of these differenoes may be acoounted for on the basis of th", fact that 
15% of 14anson's Alcoholios were composed of member.s ,=,t Alcoholio. AnOnymous, 
I whereas very few it any of the 100 alooholics belonged to that organization. 
I 
.L 
... 
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